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Abstract
Transpiler is a widely-used tool that translates a pro-
gramming language to others. It’s desirable for reusing
code and further optimizing. In this paper, we introduce
an approach to implement Lua programming language
in Scheme language.
The purpose of gLua is to provide a Lua language

front-end above Scheme programming language so that
their modules are reusable between each other.

We’ll show how the Scheme helps write the transpiler.
This work proved that the Scheme is flexible and powerful
enough for a modern Lua transpiler. We choose Lua-
5.2 because it’s functional and mature enough for our
purpose. Furthermore, as an experiment, we extend Lua
to add some interesting features, and we’ll show how we
do it with Scheme.
In the first section, we will review the current status

of transpiler development in the industry, and introduce
several existing compiler infrastructures. We compare
two common transpiler architectures: TTIR and SLTL.
In this paper, we choose TTIR to implement gLua, and
we explain the reasons in section 2.4 In the rest of the
paper, we’ll show how we implement a complete Lua-5.2
compiler built on GNU Guile [Lei 2018b].
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1 Introduction
Transpiler is a widely-used tool that translates a pro-
gramming language to others. It’s desirable for reusing
code and further optimizing.

Occasionally, it’s immeasurable to rewrite an enormous
software with an alternative programming language by
reasons. One of the proposals to this issue is to use a
transpiler, and it may help to reduce the maintenance
costs. Besides, the transpiler can help to reduce the cost
of portability as well.

A transpiler may support multiple backends. The ex-
isting application could migrate to a new environment
by changing fewer code [Kulkarni et al. 2015]. For ex-
ample, it’s possible to compile existing C/C++ project
to Javascript or WebAssembly [W3C 2019] to run in
browsers [Zakai 2011] [Haas et al. 2017].
A special transpiler may help to eliminate security

concerns, for instance, safety-critical applications are
required to conjugate fault tolerance with low costs [Re-
baudengo et al. 2001].

The transpiler can save works to build compiler with-
out writing a complete one from scratch [Quinlan and
Liao 2011].
In the next section, we will review two designs of

transpiler architecture. There’re no essential differences
between them. They are both related to specific Inter-
mediate Representation (IR). The main difference lies in
the requirements.

From section 3, we provide our gLua transpiler written
in Scheme. The purpose of gLua is to provide a Lua
language front-end above Scheme programming language
so that their modules are reusable between each other.
We’ll show that our transpiler is platform independent,
and possibly portable to other platforms. Nevertheless,
we choose the GNU Guile platform to implement the
gLua transpiler. The portability to other platforms is,
however, out of this paper. We will introduce GNU Guile
in section 2.5.

2 The two common architectures
2.1 TTIR

To make it brief, we’d call the first architecture Trans-
To-IR (TTIR) (Figure 1), which parses the source code
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to AST then transforms it into the IR of certain infras-
tructure. And the rest of the works, including optimizing
and code generation, will be managed by the infrastruc-
ture. The final generated code may be human-unreadable
bytecode or native code, depends on the infrastructure.

Figure 1. TTIR architecture

A Virtual Machine (VM) or ahead-of-time (AOT)
compiler could be the base of a TTIR transpiler. For
VM case, the transpiler can convert source code into IR
or even VM bytecode directly. For AOT case, transpiler
may convert source code into IR.

GCC-Go is a Go transpiler implemented on the GCC
platform. In this paper, we defined it as TTIR since
it converts the source code to GENERIC, which is a
special IR of GCC. GCC-Go has its own IR before going
to GENERIC IR [Taylor 2010]. That is to say, there
could be multiple IR layers in a transpiler for various
purposes.

ROSE compiler is another TTIR infrastructure for the
transpiler. It provides ROSE IR, and transpilers could
convert source code into this IR for further analysis, then
be generated the target code [Quinlan and Liao 2011].
LLVM is yet another modern TTIR infrastructures,

there’re several state-of-the-art TTIR transpilers on it.
[LLVM 2019]

JVM based toolkit is another famous TTIR infrastruc-
ture, it’s so popular that no need to introduce it. [Tim
et al. 2013] So does .NET Common Language Infrastruc-
ture (.NET CLI). [ECMA-335 2012]

Parrot is a register-based process-VM designed to run
dynamic languages efficiently [Parrot 2016].
Pros:
– Take advantage of the existing modules supported
by the infrastructure platform.

– Let the infrastructure do the rest optimizing work.
This avoids implementing a complete optimizing
compiler.

Cons:
– The IR may not be general enough to fit every source
language. The specific IR is usually designed for
certain language families.

– The performance is bound to the quality of the
compiler infrastructure.

– The IR of the compiler infrastructure may change,
which may increase maintenance cost.

2.2 SLTL

The second architecture, we name it Source-Lang-to-
Target-Lang (SLTL) (Figure 2), which compile the source
code to the target language. It’s still possible to have an
IR layer between the source and target for optimizing,
but it should be optional and transparent. The final
generated code is another programming language, which
could be further handled by its interpreter or compiler.

Figure 2. SLTL architecture

Pros:
– Reuse the existing industrial strength compiler or
interpreter of the target language.
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– The result is human-readable compared to dedicated
IR.

Cons:
– The generated target language is usually inefficient
so that requires further optimizing [Zakai 2011].

– It may require to reconstructing high level abstract
syntax (for example, loops), this introduces complex-
ity [Zakai 2011].

– The target language may have very different features
or paradigms from the source language, so that it
could be very hard to match them exactly, or may
endure the loss of performance.

Because of the increased requirements of Web pro-
gramming, many transpilers choose Javascript as the
target language.

Typescript is a SLTL transpiler to Javascript. It pro-
vides a better typing system and Object-Oriented system
than Javascript. [Bhattacharyya and Nath 2016].

Emascripten is an LLVM-to-JS compiler [Zakai 2011].
Google Web Toolkit is used to compile Java to Javascript

[Google 2006].
Scheme2js is a SLTL transpiler to compile Scheme

to Javascript [Loitsch and Serrano 2006] [Loitsch and
Serrano 2007].

In spite of Javacript, Python is also a target language
that the industry is interested in. Pyjamas was originally
a port of Google Web Toolkit to python [James Tauber
2014].

2.3 Some comments

In Web development, SLTL is widely used to trans-
late various programming languages to Javascript. How-
ever, the development of WebAssembly [W3C 2019] may
change this trend for its standardized IR design and
executing performance on Web [Haas et al. 2017] [Reiser
and Bläser 2017]. Based on this fact, the Web front-end
infrastructure may choose TTIR for better performance
and maintenance.

Nevertheless, SLTL may not lose its importance. Here
we list the key difference between them:

What does TTIR suit for:
– Convert one front-end to multiple back-ends.
For example, TVM [Chen et al. 2018] is a compiler

stack for end-to-end Deep Learning which provides a
High-Level Differential IR, and it supports various back-
end: LLVM, CUDA, bare metal, FPGA and ASIC. A
TTIR could take advantage of it to translate a program-
ming languages to TVM IR for high performance Deep
Learning on many hardware platforms.

What does SLTL suit for:
– Unify multiple front-ends for one back-end.
For example, there’s no unified programming language

for robot arms because of the policy of the vendors. Each
vendor of robot arms provides a different programming

language. SLTL could help to unify the language without
writing a compiler for each robot arm.

In this paper, we will implement a TTIR based Lua
transpiler. Because TTIR can reuse the existing compiler
infrastructure for optimizing, and this may help us make
the work meets the industry requirements.

2.4 Methodology

We choose Lua-5.2 as the target language since it’s simple
enough for our research.
According to TTIR, we need an IR as the target

language. In our case, we use Tree-IL in GNU Guile. Our
methodology is platform independent so that gLua can
port to other proper platforms. In this paper, the only
GNU Guile specific part is the IR named Tree-IL. For
more general, we less mention the GNU Guile specific
things in this paper.

We describe the process of this methodology in figure
3, here are some explains:
Lexical Analysis:
– Tokenize: to split tokens properly according to the
language spec;

– Queuing: all the tokens must be in a queue and could
be popped one-by-one in the parser;

– Blocks splitting: to separate code blocks, and pair
the delimiters, usually, the parenthesis or brackets;

– Type tagging: to inference types simply if the token
is primitive types, say, a number, symbol, or string,
etc;

Syntactic Analysis:
– Syntactic check: to check if the syntax is correct ac-
cording to the language spec. Verifies that keywords,
object names, operators, delimiters, and so on are
placed correctly;

– Precedence: to confirm the precedence of operators;
– Treeize: to make an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST);
– Deconflict: to eliminate the conflicts in parsing;
AST to IR:
– Type checking: to make sure the types are reason-
able;

– Scoping: to check the region where a variable binding
is valid, and confirm the life of the variable;

– Semantics check: to check the semantics is correct
according to the context. Verifies that the references
to objects or variables are valid, and the types are
correct;

– IR conversion: to convert AST to IR.

2.5 A brief introduction to GNU Guile

GNU Guile is a platform to implement various pro-
gramming languages, and it is also a Scheme imple-
mentation. Different from other mainstream compiler
infrastructures, GNU Guile provides auxiliary tools that
are helpful for compiler building. For example, pattern
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Figure 3. The process of gLua compiling

matching, LALR(1) parser generator, PEG (parsing ex-
pression grammar), Regex, etc. The scheme is popular
in the compiler and programming language research in
academia, this makes it a good choice for implementing
the transpiler.

GNU Guile was an interpreter originally. It’s used to
extend GNU operating system and use Scheme as the
scripting language in default. Guile-2.0 is based on a
register VM, which is proved to be more efficient than
stack VM, because the location of operands is implicit in
the stack pointer. In contrast, the operands of register
machine instructions must be specified explicitly [Davis
et al. 2003].
GNU Guile could be thought as the high-level VM

which opposites to LLVM which stands for Low-Level-
VM. A high-level VM is suitable for high-level dynamic
languages. That’s one of the reasons why we choose it
for gLua.

3 Lua transpiler
3.1 Introduction

Lua is a scripting language born in 1993 at PUC-Rio, the
Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil.
Since then, Lua has evolved to become widely used in all
kinds of industrial applications, such as robotics, literate
programming, distributed business, image processing,
extensible text editors, Ethernet switches, bioinformatics,
finite element packages, web development [Ierusalimschy
et al. 1996].

3.2 Grammar and critiques

One of the interesting parts of Lua grammar is that ev-
ery block of code has to be wrapped into a chunk which
could be stored as a module file. The trunk is the unit
of execution of Lua, which contains a sequence of state-
ments. A chunk in Lua is similar to the main program in
C language: it can contain both function definitions and
executable code [Ierusalimschy et al. 1996]. However, this
kind of grammar design prevents users from typing and
seeing the result of an expression in REPL (Read-Eval-
Print-Loop) conveniently for learning and debugging.
Because of a chunk only contains chunks of statements,
the REPL has no chance to capture and print out an
expression directly, unless we add <expression> as an
alternative in to <trunk>. In practice, people have to
print expression with a print statement like this:

a = 42
print(a)

Listing 1. Print a variable in REPL

This is inconvenient to test code in REPL. In gLua,
we support <expression> printing in REPL without
breaking the compatibility.

There’s an arguable issue is that Lua doesn’t support
continue statement which is useful to escape the current
context to the next round loop. The opposite thought
it’s possible to refactor the code to eliminate the need of
continue, so it’s good for keeping the language elegant
by reducing unnecessary syntax sugar as possible. For
example, if you want to print all even number, you may
need to take advantage of goto in Lua-5.2:

for i=1,10 do
if i % 2 == 0 then

goto continue
end
print(i)
::continue::

end

Listing 2. Alternative syntax of continue statement

Here, ::continue:: is just a placeholder to indicate
continue statement which is not supported in Lua-5.2.
In gLua, we support continue statement. We’ll discuss it
in 3.11.

Another controversial caveat of design will be analyzed
in 3.13.

3.3 BNF

We list the conflict-free BNF of Lua in Appendix A, it’s
almost Lua-5.2 compatible, and we’ve added some new
features which are useful in practice. We will introduce
these new features in section 3.5.
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3.4 Lexer and Parser

The Lexer is used for lexical analysis which produces
tokens from lexicons. We choose to write a lexer although
there’s an existing lexer generator. This is helpful to add
new features and extra checking.

The Parser is based on LALR(1) which stands for Look-
Ahead 1 token and Left-to-Right parser [Aho et al. 1986].
There’s a benefit that if the BNF has been confirmed,
then it’s convenient to write the parser generator.

3.5 Compile to Tree-IL IR

An Intermediate Representation (IR) could be treated
as a middle-level language which has eliminated useless
information and refined necessary part for further pro-
cessing. Usually, an industrial strength compiler contains
several IR layers for different purposes. In our TTIR ar-
chitecture of gLua, we’ll concentrate on the topmost
level IR of GNU Guile, say, the Tree-IL language [Guile
2018].

Usually, there’ll be certain optimizing for each level
IR. For Tree-IL, the related optimization passes include:
Open-coding
– convert toplevel-refs into primitive-refs
– convert calls to primitives to primcalls
Partial evaluation
– comprising inlining
– copy propagation
– constant folding
The Tree-IL contains 25 instructions to cover most

requirements of a general languages. This includes prim-
itives, lexical/dynamic scoping, condition branching, de-
limited continuations, etc.

However, some information will be lost if we simply
transform AST to Tree-IL, for example, the Tree-IL scop-
ing instructions requires to trace the renaming symbol of
a variable, so we have to analyze and store the scoping
information to a table so that we can fetch the necessary
renaming symbol when we need it eventually.

3.6 Constants

The constants could be transformed into Tree-IL directly,
the implementation is simple:

(define* (comp src e #:key (local-bind? #f))
(match src
;; Literals
('(marker nil)
'(const nil))
('(boolean true)
'(const #t))
('(boolean false)
'(const #f))
(‘(number ,x)
‘(const ,x))
(‘(string ,x)

‘(const ,x))
......
))

Listing 3. Convert Lua constants to Tree-IL

3.7 Tables

Tables are special and powerful types in Lua. It could be
used for symbol tables, sets, records, queues, and other
data structures, Lua uses tables to represent packages
as well. Tables are the main, in fact, the only data-
structuring mechanism in Lua.
The rule to insert an element of a Lua table is a key

point to implement the tables. It optimizes pairs with
integer keys by not storing the keys and storing the
values in an actual array. Values corresponding to non-
integer keys or integer keys outside the array range are
stored in the hash part. When a table needs to grow,
Lua recomputes the sizes for its hash part and its array
part. Either part may be empty. The computed size of
the array part is the largest n such that at least half
the slots between 1 and n are in use (to avoid wasting
space with sparse arrays) and there is at least one used
slot between n=2C 1 and n (to avoid a size n when n=2

would do) [Ierusalimschy et al. 2005].
Here we just show the pseudo code to indicate how to

implement a part of Lua tables, the complete code is in
gLua source code.

(define (lua-table-set! tsym t k v)
(cond
((integer? k)
(cond
((and (>= k (lua-table-array-max t))

(array-should-be-resized? t))
(resize-array-part! t k))
((< k array-size)
;; integer k < array-size will
;; store in the array
(try-lua-array-set! t k v))
((>= k array-size)
;; integer k >= array-size will
;; store in the hashtable
(try-lua-table-set! t k v))))

;; non-integer k will store in the
;; hashtable
(else (try-lua-table-set! t k v))))

Listing 4. The insert rule of Lua tables

This algorithm is exactly following the Lua spec [Ierusal-
imschy et al. 2005], there’s no intended optimizing. So
the performance comparison between original Lua and
gLua is out of this paper.
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3.8 Namespaces

Namespaces are based on tables, and tables could be
used for implementing packages. It’s an elegant design,
and nothing special to discuss here.

3.9 Scoping

Lua supports first-class functions with lexical scoping.
This mechanism poses a well-known difficulty for lan-
guages that use an array-based stack to store activation
records. But in gLua, this is not so difficult. There’re two
reasons, the first is Scheme support first-class closures,
the second is that we take advantage of a tree structure
to implement a stack. Eventually, the implementation is
efficient and keeping elegant with the original design of
Lua.

3.10 Conditional branching

The conditional branching is common, nothing special
to be notable in this paper, we give its implementation
here:

......
(('if cnd 'then b1)
‘(if ,(comp cnd e) ,(comp b1 e) (void)))

(('if cnd 'then b1 else b2)
‘(if ,(comp cnd e)

,(comp b1 e)
,(comp b2 e)))

(('if cnd 'then b1 'elseif c2 'then b2 .
rest)

(define (->if-rest x)
(match x
(() #t)
(('elseif c 'then b . r)
‘(if ,(comp c e)

,(comp b e)
,(->if-rest r)))

(else (throw 'error))))
‘(if ,(comp cnd e)

,(comp b1 e)
(if ,(comp c2 e)

,(comp b2 e)
,(->if-rest rest))))

......

Listing 5. Implementation of conditional branching

3.11 Break and continue statements

In gLua, we take advantage of delimited continuations
to implement C-like continue statement which is not
provided in standard Lua.

for i=1,10 do
if i%2==0 then

print(i)
else

continue

end
end

Listing 6. C-like continue statement

The trick to implement break/continue statement is
to construct two continuations:
– break-loop continuation for jumping out of the cur-
rent loop.

– continue-loop continuation for jumping forward to
the next round loop.

The actual code is too complex to show. Here we list
the pseudo code to indicate the basic principle:

(define (rep/cnd env cnd step body)
(create-break-continuation
(lambda () ; thunk for running body

(create-continue-continuation
(lambda () ; thunk for running body
(if cnd

(begin
(compile body env)
(1+ step)
(call continue-continuation))

(void)))
(lambda () ; capture the break
(if any-break-happens

(call break-continuation)
(void))))

(lambda () ; capture the break
(if any-break-happens

(call break-continuation)
(void))))))

Listing 7. Pseudo code to implement break/continue
in Tree-IL

If there’s continue statement in the loop body, then
the current continuation will be dropped then go to the
next round loop continuation according to the specified
operation to increase step variable.

3.12 Arithmetical and logical operations

Arithmetical and logical operations are nothing special
in our paper, we just transform AST to Tree-IL directly
with calling Scheme primitives.

3.13 Functions

The functions in Lua are first-class and static scoping.
As we mentioned before, it’s natural to implement with
Scheme.
However, the original Lua has some caveats in func-

tions design. When you define a function in a table,
there’re two methods to reference the value with a key
in the table. The colon reference, and the point refer-
ence. The only difference is that colon reference will pass
the current table object as a hidden argument into the
function, and works like this object in Javascript or
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C++, although they’re not the completely same. For
point reference, the self is unbound to any value, so it’s
nil in default according to Lua language spec.

The interesting point is that you have to use colon
reference if you want to get meaningful ‘self’ value. Other-
wise, you will get nil, even if you’ve defined the function
with a colon. In this paper, we call it ISSUE-1.

When calling a function with colon reference, there’re
two strategies:
– 1. Pass self as a hidden argument.
– 2. Don’t pass self to the function.

a={b={c={}}}

-- define with colon reference
function a.b.c:foo()

return self
end

print(a.b.c:foo())
-- ==> table: 0x1a12ba0

print(a.b.c.foo())
-- ==> nil

-- define with point reference
function a.b.c.bar()

return self
end

-- NOTE: failed to reference valid bar
print(a.b.c:bar())
-- ==> nil

print(a.b.c.bar())
-- ==> nil

Listing 8. ISSUE-1

The possibly enhancement is that no matter colon ref-
erence or point reference, say, a.b.c:func(), or a.b.c.func()
will return this object which has been confirmed in the
definition.
In this paper, we’re not going to discuss this issue

deeper and delay it to our future work. Since Lua has
been using in many projects, fixing ISSUE-1 may cause
compatibility issues. But as meaningful research, we
provide a potential fix in gLua code [Lei 2018b], and
hopefully to inspire the programming language commu-
nity for future cases.

3.14 Coroutines

Lua supports coroutines which is good for concurrent
server development, and cooperative tasks programming.
Guile provides delimited continuations to implement
coroutines with low granularity. This is proved in our

previous work, the design of server-core of GNU Artanis
[Lei 2018a].

4 Cross importing the libraries
In theory, any language implemented on Guile could
import the modules of Guile, no matter if it’s in Scheme
or in Lua or any other languages on Guile.
However, a middle layer wrapper maybe required for

saving importing work. For example, the naming con-
vention is different between languages, there should be
a wrapper renaming symbols.

5 The application
gLua can’t use the existing Lua libraries directly unless
there’s a certain layer for translation the APIs.

gLua can use the existing GNU Guile libraries directly,
no matter these libraries are written in what kind of
languages.
For example, GNU Artanis is a Web framework im-

plemented with Scheme on GNU Guile [Lei 2016] [Lei
2018a]. For this case, gLua can be in GNU Artanis as
the Web development language.

Another potential use case is Guile-Emacs for writing
plugins with Lua, and keeping compatibility with all the
elisp plugins [Templeton 2016].
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A BNF of gLua 5.2
hchunki ::= hblocki

hterminatori ::= ‘;’

hblocki ::= hscopei hstat listi hscope-resti

hublocki ::= hblocki ‘until’ hexpi

hscopei ::= hemptyi
j hscopei hstate-listi hbindingi hterminatori

hstate-listi ::= hemptyi
j hstate-listi hstati hterminatori

hstate-listi ::= hemptyi
j hstat-listi hstati hterminatori

hscope-resti ::= hlast-stati

hstati ::= hloop-stmti hdo-blocki
j ‘repeat’ hublocki
j ‘if’ hcondsi ’end’
j ‘function’ hfunc-namei hfunc-bodyi
j hvar-listi ‘=’ hexp-listi
j hfunc-calli

hdo-blocki ::= ‘do’ hblocki ‘end’

hloop-stmti ::= ‘while’ hexpi
j hrepeatitioni
j hemptyi

hrepeatitioni ::= ‘for’ hassignmenti

hassignmenti ::= hnamei ‘=’ hrangei
j hname-listi ‘in’ hexp-listi

hcondsi ::= hcond-listi
j hcond-listi ‘else’ hblocki

hcond-listi ::= hcond-list-prefix i hcondi

hcond-list-prefix i ::= hemptyi
j hcond-listi ‘elseif’

hcondi ::= hexpi ‘then’ hblocki

hvar-listi ::= hvari
j hvars-listi

hvar-listi ::= hvari ‘,’ hvari
j hvar-listi ‘,’ hvari

hexp-listi ::= hexpi
j hmulti-expsi

hmulti-expsi ::= hexpi ‘,’ hexpi
j hmulti-expsi ‘,’ hexpi

hrangei ::= hexpi ‘,’ hexpi hrange-resti

hrange-resti ::= hemptyi
j ‘,’ hexpi

http://www.gwtproject.org
http://www.gwtproject.org
http://www.web-artanis.com
https://gitlab.com/NalaGinrut/guile-lua-rebirth
https://gitlab.com/NalaGinrut/guile-lua-rebirth
https://llvm.org/
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http://www.parrot.org
https://www.emacswiki.org/emacs/GuileEmacs
https://www.emacswiki.org/emacs/GuileEmacs
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/specs/jvms/se7/html/
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/specs/jvms/se7/html/
https://webassembly.org/
https://webassembly.org/
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hlast-statei ::= hemptyi
j ‘break’
j ‘continue’
j ‘return’ hreturn-stati

hreturn-stati ::= hterminatori
j hexp-listi hterminatori

hbindingsi ::= hname-listi
j hname-listi ‘=’ hexp-listi
j ’function’ hnamei hfunc-bodyi

hfunc-namei ::= hdotted-namei
j hdotted-namei ‘:’ hnamei

hdotted-namei ::= hnamei
j hdotted-namei hdot-namei

hfunc-calli ::= hprefix-expi hargsi
j hprefix-expi ‘:’ hnamei hargsi

hvari ::= hnamei
j hprefix-expi ‘[’ hexpi ‘]’
j hprefix-expi ‘.’ hnamei

hnamei ::= hidi
j hsp-idi

hbooleani ::= ‘true’ j ‘false’

hprefix-expi ::= hvari
j hfunc-calli

hargsi ::= ‘(’ ‘)’
j ‘(’ hexp-listi ‘)’
j htable-constructori
j hstringi

hanonymous-funci ::= hfunctioni hfunc-bodyi

hfunc-bodyi ::= hparamsi hblocki ‘end’ hterminatori

hparamsi ::= ‘(’ hpar-listi ‘)’

hpar-listi ::= hemptyi
j hname-listi
j ‘...’

hname-listi ::= hnamei
j hname-listsi

hname-listsi ::= hnamei ‘,’ hnamei
j hname-listsi ‘,’ hnamei
j hname-listi ‘,’ ‘...’

htable-constructori ::= ‘(’ ‘)’
j ‘(’ hfield-listi ‘)’
j ‘(’ hfield-listi ‘,’ ‘)’
j ‘(’ hfield-listi ‘;’ ‘)’

hfield-listi ::= hfieldi
j hfield-listi ‘,’ hfieldi
j hfield-listi ‘;’ hfieldi

hfieldi ::= hexpi
j hnamei ‘=’ hexpi
j ‘[’ hexpi ‘]’ ‘=’ hexpi

hexpi ::= hlogic-expi

hlogic-expi ::= hlogic-expi ‘or’ hlogic-termi
j hlogic-expi ‘and’ hlogic-termi
j hlogic-termi

hlogic-termi ::= hlogic-termi ‘>’ hlogic-vali
j hlogic-termi ‘<’ hlogic-vali
j hlogic-termi ‘<=’ hlogic-vali
j hlogic-termi ‘>=’ hlogic-vali
j hlogic-termi ‘˜=’ hlogic-vali
j hlogic-termi ‘=’ hlogic-vali
j hlogic-vali

hlogic-vali ::= ‘(’ hlogic-expi ‘)’
j hstring-expi

hstring-expi ::= hstringi ‘..’ hstringi
j harith-expi

harith-expi ::= harith-expi ‘+’ harith-termi
j harith-expi ‘-’ harith-termi
j harith-termi

harith-termi ::= harith-termi ‘*’ harith-factori
j harith-termi ‘/’ harith-factori
j harith-factori ’%’ harith-factori
j harith-factori

harith-factori ::= ‘(’ harith-expi ‘)’
j hmisc-expi

hmisc-expi ::= ‘not’ hmisc-expi
j ‘#’ hmisc-expi
j ‘�’ hmisc-expi
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j hmisc-expi ‘^’ hmisc-vali
j hmisc-vali

hmisc-vali ::= ‘(’ hmisc-expi ‘)’
j hprefix-expi
j hnili
j hbooleani
j hnumberi
j hstringi
j hanonymous-funci
j htable-constructori
j ‘...’
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